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Extending the previous project 
?Enhance web usage mining by using 
Stochastic Timed Petri Nets?NSC 
93-2213-E-032-016?”, we identify three web 
graph properties?Centrality, global metrics 
and local metrics, and usage-based similarity 
in web page similarity can be applied for 











?? Dij?????? i ????? j ?
In this report, we introduce: 
[1] web structure properties and apply 
them to the STPN web model. 
[2] the index page synthesis problem 







????????? Converted Distance 
Matrix?[Cij]nxn??? Cij?????? i 
????? j ?????????i??
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?? CID ? ?????? Converted 
Distance???CD ??????? 
??????(COD)???????











































ROC ? RIC ?????? 




































 ??? ROC ? RIC?????????
?[Aij]nxm?????????[Cij]nxn???
?????? O(n3)?  
  //??????????[Cij]nxn?
? 
initially,  C[i,j] = n ,  if i != j 
               0 ,  otherwise 
??????????[Cij]7x7??    for i=0 to n-1 do 
      for j=0 to m-1 do 
 
         if A[i,j] = -1 
            for k=0 to n-1 do 
              if A[i,j] = 1 
              then C[i,k] = 1 
            end; 
     end;     end; 

























for k=0 to N-1 do 
   for i=0 to N-1 do 
      for j=0 to N-1 do 
         if C[i,k]+ C[k,j]< C[i,j] 
         then C[i,j]=C[i,k]+ 
C[k,j] 
      end; 






















































































































CDMaxC p  
??? Max, Min ????????
CD ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?
Max=( ) KNN ×−2  ?Min= ( )NN −2  
K????????? N? 
???????????? Cij?i?j?
???? K??? CD=( ) KNN ×−2  ???
Cp? 0????????????? Cij
?i?j?? 1??? CD=( )NN −2   ??







? ??? (status) ? ? ? ? ? ? ? 






f b a 
St=∑  |prestige|/LAP   
prestige = statusi- contrastatus i  
     ∑=
j
iji Dstatus  
∑=
j
jii Duscontrastat  
Dij = - ?if Cj = N ? 
    Cij?otherwise  
LAP= ?if N is even? 4/3N
























































































aC n  
???∑ )( taC  ???C(a ) ???
??????????????????
??????????? 
a b f 
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? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? co-occurrence 
frequencies?????? ?? P1?P2?
?? P(P1|P2)???????P2???
? P1 ?????? P(P2|P1)? ????














 Default Index 1 A B C D 
Default 0 0 1/15 1/15 1/15 1/15 1/15
Index 0 0 0 0 2/15 0 1/15
1 1/15 0 0 0 0 0 0 
A 1/15 0 0 0 0 0 1/15
B 1/15 2/15 0 0 0 2/15 0 
C 1/15 0 0 0 2/15 0 0 








127.0.0.1 - - [08/Mar/2005:23:29:15 +0800] "GET 
/default.html HTTP/1.1" 304 - 
127.0.0.1 - - [08/Mar/2005:23:29:18 +0800] "GET 
/index.html HTTP/1.1" 304 - 
127.0.0.1 - - [08/Mar/2005:23:29:18 +0800] "GET /1.html 
HTTP/1.1" 304 - 
127.0.0.1 - - [08/Mar/2005:23:29:18 +0800] "GET /A.html 
HTTP/1.1" 304 - 
127.0.0.1 - - [08/Mar/2005:23:30:02 +0800] "GET /C.html 
HTTP/1.1" 304 - 
127.0.0.1 - - [08/Mar/2005:23:33:23 +0800] "GET 
/index.html HTTP/1.1" 304 - 
127.0.0.1 - - [08/Mar/2005:23:33:23 +0800] "GET /1.html 
HTTP/1.1" 304 - 
127.0.0.1 - - [08/Mar/2005:23:33:23 +0800] "GET /A.html 
HTTP/1.1" 304 - 
127.0.0.1 - - [08/Mar/2005:23:34:07 +0800] "GET /B.html 
HTTP/1.1" 304 - 
127.0.0.1 - - [08/Mar/2005:23:34:17 +0800] "GET /A.html 
HTTP/1.1" 304 - 
127.0.0.1 - - [08/Mar/2005:23:43:03 +0800] "GET /C.html 
HTTP/1.1" 304 - 
127.0.0.1 - - [08/Mar/2005:23:43:04 +0800] "GET 
/index.html HTTP/1.1" 304 - 
127.0.0.1 - - [08/Mar/2005:23:43:04 +0800] "GET /1.html 
HTTP/1.1" 304 – 
127.0.0.1 - - [08/Mar/2005:23:43:xx +0800] "GET /B.html 
HTTP/1.1" 304 - 
127.0.0.1 - - [08/Mar/2005:23:43:06 +0800] "GET /D.html 





LINK ?????? Page???? Page?
??? LINK ????? Pages?????
?? 0 ?????????? 0 ????
?????????????????




? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?
P(A|B)=P(A)P(B)/P(B))?????? 1/15
???????????? 1/15 ????
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